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ETHNIC LEADERSHIP, ETHNO-NATlONALIST POLITICS
AND THE MAKING OF MULTlCULTURAL AUSTRALIA

.. Andrew Jakubowicz
1M worldwidt! rise ~ edvJo-notionalist rDlSions have echoed within ethnic communili.es ~ AusrroIia. For
o mulriculru,.al society, 0 ,.u:cgnilion oJ rhisJocl need lIOt bring with it respofUes whkh in.tm.rih the

dangers of confllcr in Australia. Ethnic polili.cal luden in Australia wi11 learn 10 trI~od thefine line
between kgitimau porticiparion in di4sporic politics tutd domestic 1IIJtiotI building.

During mid 1994 the television screens
of Australia were loud with images of
angry 'ethnic' crowds, marching in
demonstrations, confronting federal min
isters, being exhorted by state premiers,
and joining political party branches in
provincial working class cities. Out of
the Balkans came a new sort of conflict.
Domestic political alliances were mobi
lised both in relation to attempts by the
fledgling Macedonian state to survive
following the partition of Yugoslavia and
to the perceptions of the Greek govern
ment and its Australian supporters that a
Macedonian state meant a direct threat
to northern Greece and Greek Mace
donia. For a brief moment, unknown,
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foreign-sounding and, for the main
stream media, unpronounceable names
began to emerge into the public realm,
names of people who were dubbed as
'leaders' in these many ethnic 'commun
ities'. Such leaders were apparently able
to mobilise significant number of their
fellow ethnics, in some often mystical
and un-nameable fashion, into practices
which were seen as variously a 'threat to
multiculturalism'; the 'dangerous but
logical outcome of multiculturalism'; the
'importation of foreign conflicts '; a sign
that the government 'did not understand
its own policy of multiculturalism'; and
so on in a rich soup of contradictory
interpretations and analyses.



Bob Birrell was interviewed on
television, claiming that the
Macedonian/Greek row was a sign that
multiculturalism had failed. He also
argued that the mass of immigrant
people did not want to be identified by
their ethnicity once they had settled in
Australia because of the bad publicity
that arose whenever old-eountry tensions
resurfaced in Australia. I argued on the
same program that multiculturalism was
a valuable goal, but that the Australian
government had allowed -itself to be
manipulated by ultra-nationalists. These
people, in the Greek community in
particular, under direction or stimulation
from Athens, had provoked the govern
ment to attack one of the basic principles
of multiculturalism, the right of groups
in Australia to identify themselves as
they believed was most appropriate, The
Australian government had reversed this
principle by unilaterally referring to
Macedonians from Yugoslavia as 'Slav
Macedonians', a crude reaction to the
ultra-Hellenist position of the Athens
government. Thereafter the Australian
government issued an instruction to all
Commonwealth departments and
agencies to follow suit, an instruction
immediately rejected by both the Special
Broadcasting Service and the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation, without any
apparent comeback from Canberra. In
Sydney the New South Wales Ethnic
Communities Council took the opposite
position under Greek pressure and
proscribed any Macedonian groups
which refused to describe themselves as
Slav-Macedonian (Sydney Morning
Herald, 29 August 1994).

In order to understand contemporary
ethnic politics in Australia, we need to
recognise that there have been
significant changes in what nation states
can claim to be able to achieve. The
capacity of the nation state to limit the

body JX>litic and its discursive engag~

ments to its own dermed boundaries no
longer prevails in the way most
Australian nationalists seem to wish it
would, if indeed it ever did. The key
transfonnation of the post-modern era,
as the contemporary world has come to
be described, has been the dissolution
almost everywhere of those boundaries
asserted by national governments. This
transfonnation has been occasioned by
the globalisation of capitalism as an
economic and cultural fonn, matched in
its spread by the accelerated multi
directional movement of peoples, as
guest workers, immigrants, refugees,
'illegals', tourists, transients, and
travellers. As these peoples (or
'ethnies') move in fragments around the
globe, all the tensions of class and
gender which exist within them are
carried into new settings, and are drawn
into the new social structures which may
challenge the assumptions and values of
the newcomers. The increasingly em
phatic declamations by governments
about the boundaries of the nation state
are simply signals of how vulnerable
and permeable these boundaries have
become - as Australia's ambivalent and
excruciating tussling with refugees has
demonstrated all too well.

An earlier attempt to argue out the
nature of etlmic politics in Australia took
place at the Australian Institute for
Multicultural Affairs' (AIMA) fIrst, and
last, national conference in 1986. 1 The
research agenda on ethnic politics was
fairly short. There had been work on
political parties and voting practices,
arguments about the nature of an ethnic
politics research agenda under the
influence of lames luppz and the fIrst
arguments were surfacing on the alliance
between ethnic leaders and bureaucrats
in favour of mass migration and multi
culturalism.3
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Many mainstream political scientists
were looking for empiricist accounts.
They were concerned primarily with
quantifiable behaviour, with examining
electoral behaviour and its links. to
ethnic group, socio-economic status,
occupation, and so on. There was
evidence that various ethnicities were
correlated with electoral behaviour
which significantly differentiated certain
ethnic groups from the wider society.
Broadly speaking, voting behaviour
reflected socio-economic location at
large. Thus the higher social status
groups tended to vote for conselVative
parties, the lower ones for more labour
oriented parties. Religion was an ad
ditional confusing factor, in that the
particular history of the labour move
ment and the Catholic church tended to
draw some Catholic voters either to the
Australian Labor Party (ALP) despite
their social mobility, or to the Demo
cratic Labor Party (a 1950s anti-com
munist splinter group), despite their
working-class location. Eastern
European groups tended to vote more
conservatively than their class position
might suggest, while southern
Europeans tended to vote more for the
ALP than their increasing social mo
bility should indicate.

There were SOme comments at the
conference as to why these tendencies
might exist, but very little empirical
work was undertaken to detail the
processes of political attitude formation
and political communication within
ethnic communities. In particular, the
process through which leaders emerged
within communities and the way in
which leadership was understood, was
an uncharted field. A fairly cynical view
of the whole issue was produced at the
end of the 1980s by James Jupp and his
colleagues at Australian National
University's Centre for Immigration and
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Muhicultural Studies. On the question of
the study of political participation, they
wrote that:

in Australia most analysts and pro
fessional activists accepted the elite/
intermediaries/passive masses model in
practice; for rhetorical purposes they
often referred 10 the classic liberal ideal of
an informed public but did not behave as
though they believed it., ..Most political
debate, at whatever level, continued as
though those involved were all of the
same culture and accepted the same
institutions and political values."
Over the past decade the sense that

an ethnic politics exists in Australia has
hardened in popular cuhure. For in
stance, in a discussion of immigration
and politics in the Liberal Party,
Rubinstein has argued that the party
badly compromised its political chances
in at least the 1988 Victorian state
election, by adopting a Federal policy
which led to the alienating of Asian
immigrant voters in a string of marginal
seats. j Other comments have been made
about the capacity of the Labor Party to
hold onto the 'ethnic vote' through a
careful playing of the immigration and
ethnic-rights cards.

On August 8, 1994, Sydney'S tabloid
newspaper, the Daily Telegraph Mirror,
ran a front page 'exclusive', headed
'Ethnic Vote Chase: Grants up 200pc'
The story claimed to show that the New
South Wales (NSW) Liberal state
government had gone out to 'buy' ethnic
votes through increased grant allocations
- some allegedly allocated prior to
applications being made by the groups
concerned. The article claimed 'the head
of one large ethnic group is said to have
told Premier John Fahey he could
deliver the 800 votes needed to win
Parramatta' (a state seat in which a by
election was soon to be held). Towards
the end of the article we discover that



the leader in question had denied the
allegations, and had furthennore argued:

I couldn't promise the votes... {The
community} are an astute and
independent-minded people .. .!t's wrong
to say I can tell anyone how they should
vote ... we're not highly organised, we're
more like a baby trying to find our way
through this complicated Australian
political system.
The discursive power of the tenn

'ethnicity' lies in its capacity to convey
a communalist potency, which by
implication forces individuals to react to
stimuli in ways which they fmd in
escapable. Such a view of ethnicity has
its roots in the debates about questions
of the primordiality of human sentiment
and attachment to the close extended kin
group. It is worth recapping these
debates in the contemporary context
where events in Africa and Eastern
Europe in particular have been inter
preted in public debate as arising from
'etlmic' divisions. Ethnicity carries with
it a sense of solidarity, a tenn used by
Alexander to refer to 'the subjective
feelings of integration that individuals
experience for members of their social
groups' .6 These feelings are phe
nomenological in character, dealing as
they do with self-asserted emotions
rather than with any 'objective' char
acteristic. In this sense they are pro-
rational, and should be lost during the
processes of modernisation which gave
rise to the contemporary global ex
pansion of capitalism. However, they
have re-emerged with even greater
potency in recent years, and have done
so in ways which resuscitate myths of
blood and belonging during a period of
massive anomic disengagement from the
immediate past.

Such a concern with myth and ritual
as a component in contemporary social
life suggests that to theorise ethnic

leadership requires a cultural
anthropology of immigrant settlement as
much as a sociology or political eco
nomy of that process. A similar argu
ment has been made by Connor who has
suggested that it is precisely the non
rational and emotional basis of ethno
nationalism which renders it so potent a
force. The core conviction embodied in
et:hno-nationalist discourses remains the
sense of ancestral relationality - or ties
ofblood. 7

The fear of ethno-nationalisms re
igniting in Australia marked much of the
public rhetoric about \\'bite Australia
and assimilationism in the years after the
Second World War. Governments, the
media and the broad popular culture
proposed that immigrants should im
mediately drop previous allegiances and
cultural practices. It was only through
this and the accelerated acquisition of
'Aussie' language, attitudes, values and
cultural practices, that the new
Australians could find acceptance and
their hosts a sense of security during a
period of rapid change. The ethno
nationalisms that emerged in that early
post-war period were of two kinds, each
a fall-out from the war - one was
associated with the establishment of
organisations of extreme nationalists
from the countries of eastern Europe,
the other focussed on the development
of the Zionist movement and its support
for the state of Israel.

The development of right-wing
emigre political groups was facilitated
by Australian government agencies such
as the Australian Security Intelligence
Organisation (ASIO). ASIO provided
them with some resources and protected
many of their leaders whose repatriation
was sought by the post-war European
governments for prosecution as war
criminals. Aarans noted this link be
tween government and these right-wing
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emigre groups in his careful docu
mentation of the process through which
various Nazi fugitives found refuge in
Australia.s By 1953 these groups were
well established within the Liberal Party
of NSW. and on its immigration com
mittee. This became the party's Migrant
Advisory Council in 1956, and for a
short period a party Ethnic Council
(1975), until the issue of fonner Nazis
on the Council led to its demise in
1979.'

The Anti-Bolshevik Bloc of Nations
(ABBN) provided an opportunity fnr a
number of these groups to join together
as part of an international network of
ultra-nationalist groups, linked through
the United States and focussed on the
destabilisation of Soviet power in
Eastern Europe. Many of the key
activists were fonner Nazis or Nazi
colla.borators, who were prominent both
within nationalist political and cultural
organisations in Australia. By 1959 they
were supporting a call, originating in the
USA, for the public declaration of
Captive Nations Week. From the 1960s
on the coalition came to be known as the
Captive Nations group. Many of the
organisations involved became the basis
for the post-50viet political forces which
moved back into power after the demise
of the Communist bloc.

In Australia these ethno-nationalists
concentrated on a politics which was
'homeland' focussed. They saw their
primary roles as keeping the pressure on
the Australian government not to accede
to the sovietisation of eastern Europe,
and also as maintaining an ideology of
nationalism and anti- communism within
their local communities, usually through
politico-eultural events. Their pene
tration of the Liberal Party in NSW was
very well orchestrated, and they have
been an important component of the
support for the right-wing mainstream
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'dries' who are part of the current
hierarchy. Their influence, though,
tended to be subterranean rather than
public - close links with the National
Civic Council and the Democratic Labor
Party. ties to the security services,
support for right wing mainstream
politicians who would echo their philo
sophies, and so forth. Their presence
was tolerated, even welcomed in some
alliances, but their public profile was
low, appearing from time to time during
the waves of anti~mmunist rhetoric
which would flow around election times.
By the 1970s their purchase on the
Australian body politic seemed to falter.
It was at this time that Labor's new
Attorney General, Lionel Murphy,
exposed the Croatian Ustashi groups,
identified their role in terrorist activities
and spelled out their links to ASIO.

Jewish community support for Israel
was a different type of politics - not
emigre nor revolutionary, but rather
focussed on diasporic political work for
the development of the new nation. It
was consciously non-partisan, both
within the Jewish community, where
Zionist bodies drew support from Labor
and Liberal voters, and outside with the
community's sustained work on all
major political parties. This work was
multifaceted, and included the creation
within Australia of an understanding of
the newly emerging culture of Israel,
particularly amongst the Australian-born
children of the Holocaust survivors who
arrived in the post-war Displaced
Persons wave (often, unknowingly, on
the same boats as some of their tor
turers). Thus Jewish tradition was
passed on, not only through religious
practices and rituals, but also through
communal organisations.

The Jewish community developed a
leadership which saw the way to achieve
goals of communal security within



Australia and the Jewish homeland in
Israel, as lying within the sphere of elite
politics. Close relations were established
with the leaders of both major political
parties, with major media figures, and
with other mainstream influentials.
These people were provided with
infonnation briefmgs, opportunities to
visit Israel, and well-argued strategies to
sustain the viability both of integration
within Australian society and of support
for a 'foreign' power. While quite a
small community, the voices of the
Jewish leaders were treated with re
spect. In part this was because of the
social class of many Jewish people (and
their growing economic resources in
Australia), in part becasue of the public
presentation of communal unity and
solidarity on Israel, and in part through
a belief amongst the Anglo-Australian
elites that 1ewish solidarity could be
converted into votes for or against the
mainstream parties on the Israel issue
alone. The Jewish model of political
influence and communal organisation
grew to provide an important model for
other ethnic communities emerging from
the first traumas of immigration and
settlement.

The mid-1970s witnessed the emer
gence of a new sort of ethnic politics in
Australia, one focussed around ethnic
rights and coalitions of ethnic qua ethnic

. organisations. Ethnic nationalist groups
with irredentist politics discovered that
the new Labor government was un
impressed by either their rhetoric or
their practices - including anned
training for insurgency in the homelands
- and for a time their potency subsided.

Moreover, other groups, particularly
from the Mediterranean and Middle
East, were concerned with the con
ditions of their communities within
Australia and began to focus on an
interest group politics. As this interest

group politics grew, it became part of
the emergence of multiculturalism, a
movement which specifically sought to
'de-nationalise' ethnic politics in
Australia. The frrst principle of multi
culturalism, the one that gave legitimacy
to the participation of ethnic groups in
the body politic, requiIed the aban
dorunent of the ethno-nationalist politics
of the previous three decades. That is,
the nationalist struggles focussed on
homelands that had been imported with
the immigrants were now to be aban
doned and converted into a politics of
the new nation. The new nation, the
muhicultural nation, required a primary
allegiance to the domestic state, or at
least the well-tended impression of such
a primacy.

Uncomfortably and clumsily this new
allegiance began to take hold, pushing
cthno-nationalist politics underground,
and increasingly valorising ethnic
differentiation in Australian political life.
For the period of about fifteen years a
nationalising tendency encompassed
Australian ethnic political life, even
though a vibrant emigre politics also
continued - amongst refugees from
Pinochet's Chile, amongst other Latin
Americans, among Timorese survivors
of the Indonesian blitzkreig, among
South Africans struggling for the end to
apartheid, amongst Eritrean opponents
of the Ethiopian junta, amongst Kurdish
autonomists, and many other groups.

From the late 1970s, social in
stitutions were forged by governments
and ethnic communities and community
activists. These required coalitions of
groups in order to gain a foothold in the
struggle for resources - as in the
network of Migrant Resource Centres
which developed after the 1978 Galbally
report on settlement and post-arrival
services for immigrants. While in
dividual organisations from specific
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commumtIes also negotiated, made
representations, and organised at the
local and wider levels, the ideological
position adopted by government stressed
commonality and communality in the
funding of programs and in statements
such as the 1989 National Agenda!O

The National Agenda was a speci
fication of the national project at a time
when globalisation was about to bite
with a vengeance. The first principle of
multiculturalism asserted the right to
cuhural identity 'within carefully defmed
limits'. These limits were in fact not
carefully defmed, but it was hoped they
could be captured through a statement
that 'All Australians should have a
commitment to Australia and share
responsibility for furthering our national
interests' .11

This assertion of 'our national in
terests' began to become problematj.c
when the tension between the ethnic and
political nation started to re--surface in
Europe after 1989. A5 European multi
ethnic polities shattered in the wake of
the loss of the trans-ethnic political
rationales provided by the ideologies of
communism, ethnies without polities
started to make noises about wanting
them, thus threatening polities with
subordinated ethnies within them. The
echoes were picked up in Australia. It
was becoming clear that ethno
nationalist politics in the diaspora were
crucial for the political struggles in the
homelands. On the one hand the
diasporic communities could engage in
domestic political pressure on national
states in an international process to help
legitimise or delegitimise emerging
polities as nations. On the other hand,
diasporic communities were a source of
economic and human resources to
support fledgling struggles for or against
autonomy. With new communications
technologies, the movement of ideas,
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idoology, information and people across
the planet accelerated, and with it the
capacity of homeland political groups to
revivify flagging ethno-nationalist
sentiments within the diaspora..

Exactly at the historic moment when
Australia was trying to reinforce na
tional cultural boundaries, global pro
cesses were drawing people who were
parts of ethnic minorities towards new
re-alignments and calling up different
'nations' to the Australian nation
heralded in multiculturalism.' Rapid
learning curves were evident in what
this meant locally. In the mid 1970s in
the wake of the defeat of the Whitlam
Labor government, Greek and Italian
community activists and political prac
titioners had argued the Victorian Labor
Party into providing ethnic branches.
These branches had provided .one
important avenue for political education
of the ethnic communities, the develop
ment of ethnic constituencies, and
mobility and access into the political
mainstream for ethnic leaders.

When the Greek/Macedonian fracas
surfaced, Greek-Australian politicians
were able to target key mainstream
leaders, to talk Realpolitik, aod to
mobilise large numbers of people in
demonstrations led by priests. This
solidarity amongst Greeks was a very
recent event, since the Greek com
munities in Sydney, Melbourne and
Adelaide had been split between the
Orthodox Archdiocese and the Corn·
munity for many years. In 1992-1993
the Greek government, anxious to
ensure diasporic solidarity and support
in what it feared would be a potential
conflict in the Balkans, brokered a
rapprochement in Athens between the
Australian Greek Communities and the
Archdiocese. With that rapprochement
in place, the fonner leftJright tensions
could be suppressed and replaced by a



call to Hellenic unity. This was an ultra
nationalist ethnically- based reprise, a
turn of events that could transcend more
rational political debates and seek for an
emotional trigger to release the growing
political clout of the Greek community
in Australia. There is a strange twist in
the situation. ]t is the multiculturalist
environment of Australia that has legi
timised the retention of Hellenic cultural
politics here, while in Greece these same
Hellenic cultural politics reject a multi
cultural acceptance of diversity (eg
Macedonian language and culture)
within that country.

The Greek-Australians' mobilisation
over the Macedonian question demon
strates their penetration into the elite
world in Australia, with its private
conversations and comfortable clubs, its
influence, its capacity to mobilise well
disciplined marchers to demonstrate in
support of Greek rights. The
Macedonians have had a far more
difficult row to hoe. On the whole,
compared to the Greeks, the
Macedonians from Yugoslavia are far
more rcccnt immigrants and far fewer in
number. They have less economic
power and human capital, lower levels
of education, a less well developed or
entrenched intellectual class, and they
are located physically on the periphery
of the metropolises. They have few
political resources, their leaders are less
well-educated or established, few if any
went to the right schools, and they fmd it
more difficult to engage in elite politics.

Macedonian-Australians are also
embroiled in the global communication
net that ties them into contemporary
Macedonian affairs, and the government
in Skopje is anxious that they make their
voices heard in Australian debates - in
the same way as the government in
Athens is anxious to ensure the
participation of Greek-Australians.

However, the skills of the Macedonian
Australians are more limited. Their
accc:ss to the elite is far more restricted,
so their frustnllion levels art: likely to be
higher. When they march they are
portrayed as angry rioters rather than as
concerned demonstrators. When they
join political parties as the Greeks did
twenty years ago, they art: charged with
'stacking' branches and engaging in
under-handed political action.

This review of ethnic political prac
tice suggests two conclusions. The fIrst
is that there is a hierarchy of acceptable
and effective politicaJ organising which
draws on political resources, and has at
its apex a capacity to merge into the
Clite, and legitimise an ethno-nationalist
politics of the diaspora while retaining
an active participation in domestic
political life. Secondly, ethno-nationalist
politics in muhicullural nations art: likely
to increase, just because the boundaries
of nations are becoming far more
porous, dual citizenships more common,
and geographically mobile life-tra
jectories more widely spread. The
challenge for multicultural policies is to
both recognise that this will occur, and
handle the consequences without dom
estic conflict erupting. The attempts by
Croation and Serbian leaders in
Australia to cool out the potential for
major local conflict reflects one aspect
of such a strategy. But, if the Greek!
Macedonian conflict is a case study, the
Victorian and Commonwealth govern
ments each contributed to the conflict
rather than helping to rt:solve it. In NSW
strategies of conflict management used
by the state Ethnic Affairs Commission
seemed to minimise local tensions
outside legitimate political avenues.

To be successful, ethnic leadership
will increasingly follow the strategy
developed by the Jewish community.
This is a strategy which asserts the
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legitimacy of ethno-nationalist concerns
within Australian society, and which
also accepts responsibility for par
ticipation within the Australian political,
cultural and economic mainstream. As
one journalist researching ethnic po
liticalleadership commented to me, it is
preferable after all, to have the ear of
the Prime Minister or the Foreign
Minister, than to be a supplicant to the
Minister for Ethnic Affairs. To achieve
the fonner requires the development of
major political skills, a goal increasingly
well-recognised by the new generations
of ethnic leaders.
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CAUSES OF THE HIGH UNEMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCED BY
RECENTLY ARRIVED IMMIGRANTS WITH BACHELOR DEGREES

I. Jill Murphy
R«mJiy anivtJd migranlS wUh bachdor degrus have aperienuJ high levels oflUlemplbymbll. A review
qfpossibk factors .n.gguts that non-recogrUtion ofqualijicalions is tJ major conlribUlOr 10 lhe probkm.

INTRODUCTION
In times of high unemployment, many
commentators pay attention to the
unemployment rates of recently arrived
immigrants. This has been the case over
the 1990-92 recession in Australia and,
with the slow decline in the un
employment rate since 1992, this
attention has continued. Generally,
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irrespective of economic conditions,
those immigrants with the least skills
have experienced the highest un
employment rates and those immigrants
selected in the points-tested categories,
where significant points are given for
qualifications, have been expected to
fare relatively well in the labour market.
However, two recent studies! have
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